
LA TORRE SARACENA

TRADITIONAL & UNIQUE | TRADITIONAL ITALY

6 Bedrooms 12 Guests £13060 - £26120 / week
 





 

   Air Conditioning
   Beach within 10 minute walk
   Chef service available
   Family villa
   For large groups
   Near the beach
   Romantic villa
   With seaviews
   With WIFI

 

"A former Saracen watchtower, built on a sheer cliff with stunning sea views and located on a most serene
private estate. Direct sea access. Located in Maiori, close to Amalfi".



La Torre Saracena is a medieval watchtower, now restored to offer luxury villa accommodation which
is situated on a sheer cliff within a private luxury estate. There are four separate annexes in addition,
meaning in all there is space for twelve persons. 

The grounds descend the hillside from the coastal road through dense Mediterranean vegetation of
scented pine woods, lemon trellises and beautifully tended gardens all the way to the sea. The villa is
elegantly furnished with antiques and modern design classics accentuating the beauty of this unique
building. Plate-glass windows and a series of panoramic terraces offer spectacular views across the sea
and of the unspoilt Amalfi Coast. These terraces provide a perfect setting for relaxing and eating outside.
There is also an exclusive double-level swimming pool, plus a winding path which leads down below the
tower to a private cove for swimming in the sea.

The estate provides small electric cars for access within the estate.

The accommodation is comprised of the Torre with 4 neighboring / independent cottages  
    
Torre 
Ground Floor:
Large entrance/living-room with access to the terraces through plate glass doors, leading down to separate
dining-room with magnificent view.
Fully-equipped kitchen with larder.
Outdoor barbeque.
First Floor (with access from external staircase):
Large panoramic living-room offering breathtaking views, with fireplace and 1 guest bathroom. TV and
stereo with CD player.
Second Floor: 1 double master bedroom with air conditioning and 1 bathroom with shower.
 Access to a private terrace with solarium, outdoor shower and splendid views of the sea and the Amalfi
coast.

Longanesi (Annex 1)
Situated next to the Torre with 1 double bedroom with bathroom ensuite with views straight out to sea. Air
conditioning and fridge.

Canonica (Annex 2)
Situated near to the swimming pool area with 1 double bedroom with bathroom ensuite, a charming
terrace. Air conditioning and fridge.

Fontanella (Annex 3)
Situated near to the swimming pool area with 1 double bedroom with bathroom ensuite, a charming
terrace. Air conditioning and fridge.

Fragole (Annex 4)
Very intimate setting with 1 double bedroom and 1 twin bedroom with 1 bathroom with shower and a
wonderful terrace perched high above the sea. Air conditioning and fridge.

There is also a second property - Villa La Limonaia  PV438 - sleeping fourteen also offered by 360 Private
Villas, meaning groups of up to twenty six could potentially stay in comfort.


